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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month a
different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and we
are the directors.
Nov 2016 Mad Monk
Dec 2016 Teutonic
Jan 2017 Slaphead
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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KINGS HEAD
BECK ROW
HARES

ONLY ME and FERRARI FERRET
ASSISTED BY PERFECT LAY

RUN NUMBER 1973

24/7/2016

Well, what can I say, after a fairly long trek up from the fleshpots of North Herts and
through Cambs, we duely arrived @ the delightful village of Beck Row, the only problem
being that it is IN!!! Suffolk AND!!! next to a large foreign military establisment of some variety. Oh well such is life. Before the circle was called to order by Doggy Style, the GM having a foreign holiday at a secret location on behalf of the USA tax payer, a little gift was
given to all hashers in the shape of a white headband with the hares name and the days
date [no year] on it to celebrate her birthday. Now for the trail, having assured the Grand
Mattress that I wouldn`t need her notes as I have a good memory, a patent lie asI forgot
almost immediately AND USALLY FORGET THAT having FORGOTTEN to do or say or
write something ie,to reset the CapsLock andusethespacebar as you read this you will find
it happens a lot, Iwill now tell the truth and nothing butthe truth, do those hashers who read
this rubbish believe this. [Of course they do, 1 braincell between60 hashers what do you
expect.] nOW TO THE trail having got the instrutions to go left out of the pub and left again
the pack did so apart from your scribe, who within 3 seconds and having forgotten the and
left again went off front running by himself off trail. EVENtually having caught up due to a
numberof false ies and turn backs on the common, this idiot finds himself amongst the front
runners who returning from a check backona road, gREAT, from the next check off he
goes front runningagain and on trail and finds himself approaching a road and seeing abig
blob of flour from 40 feet away cleverly assumes it`s the check back from the previous road
On On
Antar

Hash Run – 1976
The Three Tuns – Gt Abbington
Hares :
The Earl of Pampisford & Checkpoint

Aug 14th 2016

Just call me googly as I relate this tale of outstanding stupidity and a dogged perseverance that will astound
you. The story unfolds beside an eighteenth century refreshment parlour in a hamlet not far from here in ye
ancient countye of Cambridgeshire (for a change!) in the year of our Lord 2016.
The day was fine, if a little overcast as a hapless crowd of harriers, harriettes, rugrats and a cruftsworth of
dogs gathered in strange circular formations chatting contentedly, blissfully unaware of the events about to
unfold. Called to order by stand-in GM Doggie Style, newies and visitors were introduced incl – a DavidPage 3
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son family, Mary Poppins (GM Newcastle), Absolutely Zero and returnees – The Countess of Pampisford,
Upper Class Tart and a Beaver with offspring. The hares announce “No beer stop” – Booooo replies the
pack: then off hotfoot to calls of On-On past allotments where Mr Rusty was playing with his onions.
Bridges, houses, hedges and ditches all charging along like troops in a battle – all through the meadows the
horses and cattle – tarmac yuk but not for long - tranquillity as we entered the verdant grasslands of Granta
Park – ah lost property spied, a phone in the grass, we’ll sort that later. Through bushes onto an ankle snapping future development site, or dump as some may say, “Make way we’re athletes” shouts Fraser and Upper Class Tart as they barge their way through the struggling walkers who eventually reach the safety of
Sluice Woods. Finding the ‘on’ Lightning, Slaphead and I, now abandoned by the rest of the pack came
across a ford – yuk wet feet who wants that and with the possibility of a rogue alligator lurking we found
another route through the tangled undergrowth and emerged at a rugby ground finding dust by a large field
of globe artichokes and other assorted veg. Aha we spy Clinger in the distance no way even near a trail - so
what’s new. Track turns to tarmac and after the walker/runner split find a path leading to a bridge across
the river and onto a sports ground where, through the trees we spy the big beer stop we started from – refreshment time! The runners meanwhile did a big loop just to make them feel good and got back some
twenty minutes later with Shamcock and Muff Diver completing without short cuts, most noticeably short
cutting were Only Me and Unmentionable – also noticed was crop buster Mothertucker and FRB Antar
who gave a few too many bum steers.
The sun now graced us with its presence and landlord Barry supplied a slap-up spread of quiches, sausage
rolls and many more tasty things for all to eat. Now that all were beered, wined and dined Doggie called
the circle awarding down-downs to hares Checkpoint and The Earl of Pampisford for a memorable run and
the afore mentioned Visitors and Newies all accompanied by discordant strains from the hash choir. Visitor
Mary Poppins donated a pukka bottle of Newkie Brown and Absolutely Zero from Frankfurt for being
Doggie’s toyboy - Antar for his transformation from beached whale to an athlete honed to the peak of fitness. Down-downs for Landlord Barry for slap-up nosh, Wimp for gentlemanly conduct giving Just Jane
and Papparazzi piggy-backs across the ford, Big Blouse and Pedro for shortism comments aimed at Kermit
also at the water crossing. Clinger for trail blazing and Shamcock for following him. Muff diver got the
Newkie Brown down-down ‘cause it makes him violent, Slaphead for haberdash slippage – nil stock and
Antar for I’m not drivin’. Now with the circle handed to stand-in RA Kermit – down-downs for Benghazi
(Chinese whispers re the Verger unfortunately overheard), a dickhead for losing his unlocked phone, Doggie for German inefficiency starting the hash late, Rocket for a randy dog trying to hump the RA and Muff
diver/Hangover Blues for sex on the hash giving us an accomplished performance on how to neck ones
down-down.
Doggie presented two awards - Big Blouse, a map of Timbuktoo aka Cambridgeshire so he can find the
way to his next hash and The Earl of Pampisford , a framed certificate, for laying his 100th Hash trail today, a CH3 first. Well done the both. Now on the piss.
On On - Googly
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Run No: 1974

Date: 31-Jul-2016
Venue: Five Alls, Benwick
Hares: Fannyrat & Cockpit
Scribe: Computer
Beatrix Potter in Benwick
In the wilds of the Fens an excited little girl called Delilah (our joint Grand Mistress,hash name Wei Wei), met Jemima Puddleduck, Squirrel Nutkin and Peter Rabbit.
The beginning of our story starts with the Grand Mistress calling for the circle and introducing virgins Meg and Chris.
Also visitor Higging and returnee Feret. The walkers and runners as usual started off in all different directions. The
runners going one way and the walkers in another.
We arrived at the beer stop, which was outside the local Farm Shop. This is where Beatrix Potter comes in.
Amongst the lovely flower beds and plant pots were the Beatrix Potter small ornaments,which made Wei Wei’s little
face light up. It is 150 years after the author’s death. Her little animals are still hopping round the Fens.
In the circle the down-downs were awarded to the hares,Fanny Rat and Cockpit. Also to virgins Just Chris and Just
Meg. Higgins for being a visitor and Feret and Just Julie for returnees.
Wei Wei also joined the circle to say she had seen a water vole,so Blowback was given a down-down and Klinger for
trying to hide in the bushes.
Down-downs also to Fanny Rat for hashing in his slippers and to Wron-Keys for saying to the runners there was no
beer left for them.
The appointed RA, Kermit, then entered the circle and mentioned there were hashers shopping in the Farm Shop.
Lightning for buying a cucumber for Annelie, so he was given a beer. Also Taxi because he was confused with the
new markings. Jetstream mentioned that the beer stop should have been amongst the large hay bales where we
usually had the stop, so he was also given a beer.
The circle was interrupted by the ice-cream van, so a few hashers left the circle.It must be a coincidence that the van
appears at the same time every year we are hashing in Benwick.
Thank you Fanny Rat and Cockpit for the excellent beer stop and unusual run.
On-On
Computer
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The Cambridge Hash is reaching its milestone 2000th run
Get ready to celebrate! We have secured the Great Hall at Girton College on Saturday, Jan. 28th 2017 for a
Black Tie Event. The ceremony will begin with pre-dinner drinks in the exclusive Fellow’s Room at 6pm. We will
proceed to the Great Hall for a three course dinner followed by entertainment and music.

We are currently working on the price of the event. Be sure, it will be heavily subsidized!
Girton College in North Cambridge is easily accessible from the A14 and other major routes. It has plentiful free car
parking and you’ll be able to leave your car parked overnight. There are several hotels and B&B nearby. The Premier Inn Cambridge North Girton is in walking distance.
The 2000th run will be held on Sunday, Jan. 29th 2017 at the usual time of 11am.
Our hares Blowback and Jetstream have promised to lay a fantastic trail. Mark your calendars today!
A little hash history: the first run of CH3 took place at the Hoops in Barton on 1 October 1978. There has been a
hash every Sunday since then. 13 hashers showed up for the inaugural run and it has grown tremendously over the
years. Thank you for your support and raise a glass to another 2000 runs!
Doggy Style

Big thanks to Last years committee, and good luck to the new—full details on back page.
Congratulations to Hasn’t Got One and Check Her Out on their nuptuals
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Runs for October 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser it`ll come off

Run No. 1983: 02-Oct-2016
Crown, Litlington, Royston, SG8 0QB
Hares Kermit & Antar
Run No. 1984: 09-Oct-2016
Poacher, Elsworth, CB23 4JS
Hares Klinger & Klingon
Run No. 1985: 16-Oct-2016
Kings Head, Wilburton, CB6 3RA
Hares Gorilla & Bastard
Run No. 1986: 23-Oct-2016
Fox and Hounds, Great Gidding, PE28 5NU
Hares Muthatuka & Big Blouse
Run No. 1987: 30-Oct-2016
TBD, Anywhere, CB1 2JW
Hares Cinderella & Egg Beater

Grand Master - Shamcock
Grand Mattress - Double Top
Joint Master - Muff Diver & Muthatuka
Joint Mattresses - Big Swinger & One for his Knob
Religious Advisor - Debonaire
Hare Raiser - it`ll come off
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave
Hash Cash - While Your Down There

Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Song Master - Blowback
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
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